METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON SOUND
413
a further illustration of this phenomenon let the temperature inversion occur over a river whose banks are free of trees and steep, or canyon-like. Here, not only the vertically spreading sound is constrained to a shallow layer, as above explained, but also, the horizontally spreading portion is roughly confined to the course of the river by reflection, from the banks. That is, the river is one wall of a gigantic " speaking tube " through which sounds occasionally are heard at amazing distances. d. Temperature rapidly decreasing upward for a few meters, air quiet and of constant composition. Under these unstable conditions sounds travel appreciably faster near the surface than at some distance a,bov<3 it. Hence, sounds originating within, or but little above, this relatively high temperature surface layer may pass entirely over one's head, even as close as 100 meters to the source, owing to the greater
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FIG. 149.—Inferior acoustical mirage.
velocities of the lower portions of the sound waves, in proportion to the square roots of the absolute temperatures, and the consequent upward inclination and propagation of these portions of the wave fronts.
Under the given conditions in the lower air and with an approximately constant temperature through the next layer above, a sound front may be shaped substantially as shown at ABC (Fig. 149), and, if so, it must later develop into the front A'B'C'. Owing to refraction CC' will not be quite straight, but may be so drawn to represent the general results.
Clearly, then, under the given conditions a person in region 1 will hear only'a'faint sound, if any at all; at 2 he will hear two identical sounds, probably more or less out of phase, one from the direction of the actual source as given by the undistorted wave front A'B', and the other apparently from some point more or less below the actual source, as indicated'by the front B'C'. At 3 only one sound is heard, namely, the undisturbed original, and, of course, in its true direction.
The phenomena here described are identical with those of the inferior optical mirage, and are due to the same meteorological conditions. They constitute, therefore, the inferior acoustical mirage. Indeed a series of sounding objects arranged vertically might, in position 2, if

